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THIRD-BODY PERTURBED APSIDAL MOTION IN
ECLIPSING BINARIES

T. Borkovits1, E. Forgács-Dajka2 and S.A. Rappaport3

Abstract. Tidally forced apsidal motion in eccentric eclipsing binaries
is a key observable of stellar structure studies, and may serve as impor-
tant probe for different tidal dissipation theories. There are, however,
alternative physical processes which result in additional contributions
to the observed apsidal motion. Here we mainly concentrate on the
perturbing effect of a third, distant stellar companion, forming a hi-
erarchical triple system with the eclipsing pair. First we discuss the
mathematical form of the combined third body and tidally forced ap-
sidal motions, and its observational aspects. Then we present a brief
description of an eclipse timing variation study (based on the above
mentioned analytical formulae) of 26 Kepler spacecraft-discovered 3-rd
body perturbation-dominated compact hierarchical triples.

1 Introduction

The apsidal motion effect (AME) is a well-observable phenomenon in eccentric
eclipsing binaries (eEB) since it gives rise to characteristic and, in many cases,
large amplitude changes in the apparent eclipsing period and, therefore, real eclipse
timing variations (ETV). This effect may have at least three different origins as
(i) the non-spherical mass distribution of the tidally distorted binary components;
(ii) the general relativistic apsidal motion; and (iii) the gravitational perturbations
of a (not too distant) ternary stellar component, which may be present in a signif-
icant portion of binary stars (see, e.g., Tokovinin et al. 2006). The significance of
observations of the AME in the context of tidal interactions in close binaries was
reviewed by Mazeh (2008).
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Apsidal motion (or, more generally, any long-term third-body perturbations)
in a hierarchical triple system has been intensively studied in the past two decades
when it became clear that triplicity may play a significant role in the evolu-
tion of binary systems from the earliest moments of their formation (see, e.g.,
Fabrycky & Tremaine 2007) to the very end of stellar evolutions (see e.g. Tauris
& van den Heuvel 2014). Most of these papers, however, focussed on the con-
sequences of the third-body perturbations on the evolutionary important longer
(thermal or, even nuclear) timescales. (A recent review of the field is given by
Naoz 2016.)
In the last decade, however, the advent of ultra-precise space photometry and

especially, the operation of theKepler space telescope (see, e.g., Borucki et al. 2010)
has revolutionized the field of EB studies and amongst other unexpected results,
has led to the discovery of dozens of eEBs with relatively close and, therefore,
strongly interacting third components.
In this paper we concentrate on the observational apsects of the short-term

effects of a third, perturbing companion star on the observable apsidal advance
rates of an eccentric eclipsing binary.

2 Mathematical description of the apsidal motion forced
eclipse timing variations

In the case of an eEB the orientation of the orbit with respect to the observer
strongly affects the orbital phase and, therefore, the time when eclipses occur.
Apart from a very weak inclinations dependence (which can be eliminated in all
the recently known eEBs), the apsidal motion cotribution to the ETV can be given
in the following, exact, analytical form (see, e.g., Giménez & Garcia-Pelayo 1983):

∆apse = ±P1
π

[
arctan

(
e1 cosω1

1 +
√
1− e21 ∓ e1 sinω1

)
+
√
1− e21

e1 cosω1
1∓ e1 sinω1

]
,

(2.1)

where P1 denotes the anomalistic period of the EB, e1 stands for its eccentricity,
while ω1 is the argument of periastron of the relative orbit of the secondary com-
ponent with respect to the primary, expressed in the so-called observational frame
of reference, the fundamental plane of which is the plane of the sky (i.e. the plane
parallel to the line of sight of the binary), and ω1 is measured from the intersection
of this plane with the orbital plane of the EB. Finally, the upper and lower signs
refer to the primary and secondary eclipses, respectively.
If an eEB was subjected to apsidal motion, the observable argument of perias-

tron ω1 would vary in time, and the occurrence times of the primary and secondary
eclipses would exhibit almost anticorrelated ETVs. The time dependence of the
ETVs determined by the function ω1(t), the characteristics of which depends on
the physical origin of the apsidal motion.
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2.1 The two classical types of AME

Both relativistic and classical tidal (non-dissipative) AMEs result in a prograde1

apsidal revolution with a constant speed. Furthermore, as far as we omit the effects
of tidal dissipation, which are only effective on much longer timescales (see, e.g.,
Zahn 2008, for a review), neither the anomalistic period, nor the eccentricity are
affected in these cases. Therefore, for most of the eEBs known in the pre-Kepler
era one can write that

ω1(E) = ω1(0) + ∆ω1E, (2.2)

where ∆ω1 means the constant variation in ω1 during one orbital period, and E
is the cycle number.
As far as only these two kinds of apsidal motions are effective in an eEB, the

apsidal advance rate can, in principle, be determined (even in the absence of one
fully covered period) from Equation (2.1). The problem, however, is that usually
these two kinds of AME produces very long apsidal motion periods. For relativistic
AME the nominal period can be converted into

UGR [yr] ≈ 1800× (1− e21)
(
mAB

m�

)−2/3
P
5/3
1 [d] (2.3)

(see, e.g., Weinberg 1972), while the tidal component for two similar, ‘pseudo-
synchronously’ rotating stars leads to the nominal period of

Utide [yr] ≈ 10.65× (1− e21)5
1 + 8134e

2
1 +

75
36e
4
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R�

)−5
P
13/3
1 [d],

(2.4)

where k∗2 = 100k2 was used for a better representation of the magnitude of the
constant, as for main-sequence stars 0.1 ≤ k∗2 ≤ 3. (For getting this equation
the functional form of the apsidal advance rate was taken from Cowling 1938
and Sterne 1939, and the pseudo-synchronous rotation rate was obtained from
Hut 1981.) Thus, considering even a relatively close (P1 = 5d) pair formed by two
early-type stars (mA = mB = 3m�), revolving around each other on a significantly
eccentric orbit (e1 = 0.5), these periods become UGR ≈ 6000 yr and Utide ≈
1200 yr, resulting in a net period of AME U ≈ 1000 yr. Furthermore, as one can
see, the significance of the tidal effect decreases very quickly towards larger orbital
separations and, finally, for wider eEBs with periods (P1 � 10 d), AME will be
predominated by the relativistic effect.
Therefore, for most of the eEBs and especially for those having a significant

relativistic contribution, observations are available only for a very small fraction of
the full period. In this case, instead of (2.1) it is better to use the difference of the

1 For highly inclined rotational axes, however, it may happen that the tidal contribution
becomes negative, i.e. gives a retrograde contribution, as it was likely found in the case of
DIHer (Albrecht et al. 2009). In this paper we neglect this rare possibility.
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two ETV curves, i.e. the time-offset of the secondary eclipses from the mid-times
of the previous and the forthcoming primary eclipses:

D = −P1
π

[
2e1 cosω1 −

(
1

3
e31 +

1

8
e51

)
cos 3ω1 +

3

40
e51 cos 5ω1

]
+O(e71). (2.5)

As one can see, as far as e1 and/or the actual value of ω1 is known e.g. from
radial velocity and/or photometric lightcurve solutions, the slope of the measured
section of function D can be converted into the apsidal advance rate, as

Ḋ ≈ P1
π
2e1ω̇1 sinω1 +O(e31). (2.6)

In this way, after the subtraction of the theoretically expected relativistic contri-
bution, finally one can infer the apsidal motion constants k2 (related to the inner
stellar structure). Conversely, if the latter is known, the results can be used for
probing the GR theory. Both directions were applied historically for several cases.

2.2 Third body induced AME

For third component induced dynamical apsidal motion this simple picture changes
radically. In this case, in general, none of the orbital elements remain constant (ex-
cept for the semimajor axes). This is especially true for systems with high mutual
inclination and negligible tidal oblateness, where, e.g. the eccentricity of the inner
binary might be subject to very high amplitude cyclic variations, and the apsidal
line may rotate, or alternatively, librate also with strongly varying speed. (This is
the so-called Kozai–Lidov mechanism, see Naoz 2016 for a recent review.) It was
found, however, already by Söderhjelm (1984) that tidal interactions between the
binary members can significantly alter the dynamics of such triple systems.
In a hierarchical triple system periodic third-body perturbations can be di-

vided into three groups according to their characteristic timescales and relative
amplitudes (Brown 1936). The shortest period perturbations have a timescale of
P1 and relative amplitude of (P1/P2)

2, the medium category has timescale of P2
and amplitude of P1/P2, while the so-called apse-node perturbations have a char-
acteristic timescale of P 22 /P1 with a relative amplitude of unity.
First we consider the last group. The leading term of the third-body forced

observable apsidal advance rate takes the form2 (see, e.g., Borkovits et al. 2007):

(
dω1
dt

)
3b

=
3π

4

mC

mABC

P1

P 22

(
1− e21

)1/2
(1− e22)3/2

(
3 cos2 im − 1 + 5 sin2 im cos 2g1

)
= A3b +B3b cos 2g1, (2.7)

where im stands for the mutual (or relative) inclination of the planes of the inner
and outer orbits. Furthermore, g1 denotes the argument of periastron of the eEB

2 Note that we omitted the indirect term occuring from the orbital plane precession in non-
coplanar systems, as it has a practically negligible contribution in eclipsing systems.
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in the so-called dynamical frame of reference. The fundamental plane of this
system is the invariable plane of the triple system, and g1 is measured from the
intersection of the orbital and the invariable planes. The two kinds of argument
of periastron have the relation

ω1 = g1 + n1, (2.8)

where the longitude-like quantity n1 measures the arc distance between the ascend-
ing nodes of the eEB’s orbital planes in the two different systems of references.
For g1 (which, hereafter will be referred as the dynamical argument of periastron)
the perturbation equation gets an analogous form as(

dg1
dt

)
= AGR +Atide +Ag1 +Bg1 cos 2g1, (2.9)

where the relativistic and tidal terms are the same as for ω̇1, while Ag1 and Bg1
differ slightly from their counterparts in the observational system. The perturbed
dynamical apsidal advance rate can be obtained from the (usually complicated)
solution of this equation. For the discussion of prompt observational effects, we
are interested in the instantaneous third-body apsidal advance rate, instead of
the complete g1(t) or ω1(t) solution. More important, however, in our point of
view, is that, as mentioned before, e1 will also vary in time in case of third star
perturbations, according to the relation:

1

e1

(
de1
dt

)
= B3b sin 2g1. (2.10)

First we consider the scenario where the tidal and the third-body perturbations
are of the same order of magnitude, and having a net period much longer than the
length of the observations. In this case the combination of Equations (2.7) and
(2.10) gives for the instantaneous slope of the differential ETV curve D:

Ḋ ≈ P1
π
2e1 [A sinω1 −B sin(ω1 − 2n1)]

≈ P1
π
2e1
√
A2 +B2 − 2AB cos 2n1 sin(ω1 + φ), (2.11)

where we used the simplified denotations A ≡ AGR + Atide + A3b and, B ≡ B3b
and furthermore,

tanφ =
B sin 2n1

A−B cos 2n1 . (2.12)

In this short note, instead of a full discussion we consider only some interesting
cases. Taking first an (almost) coplanar situation (i.e. im ≈ 0o) one finds that
B ≈ 0 and A3b > 0. Thus, in this case there are no significant eccentricity
variations and (2.11) reduces again to (2.6). The inferred instantaneous apsidal
advance rate, however, may be significantly larger (and consequently, the apsidal
motion period shorter) than in the absense of the third component.
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Considering the other end, the scenario of near-perpendicular orbits (with im ≈
90o), here we discuss the two extrema, namely (i) when both the inner and outer
orbits are perpendicular to the plane of the sky, and (ii) when the outer orbit fits
more or less to the plane of the sky.
In the first case n1 ≈ ±90o, while in the second case either n1 ≈ 0o or n1 ≈

180o. Both configurations lead to φ = 0o, therefore the trigonometric part of
(2.11) reduces again to sinω1. The amplitude, however, would no longer give
directly ω̇1, because ė1 �= 0. However, as far as the exictence of a third, perturber
companion remained unknown, this amplitude, inferred from the observations,
would be falsely identified with the apsidal advance rate. In such a case the two
extrema would lead to the following false apsidal advance rates:

(ω̇1)false ≈ AGR +Atide ±
9π

2

mC

mABC

P1

P 22

(
1− e21

)1/2
(1− e22)3/2

. (2.13)

As one can see, the first situation would result a faster than expected false
apsidal advance rate, while the second configuration would give a too slow apsidal
advance rate. From an observational point of view, however, there are at least
two important differences between the two configurations. In the first case, where
both orbits are perpendicular to the sky (i.e. both observable inclinations are
about 90o), the revolution of the eEB around the common centre of mass of the
triple system would result in both cyclic light-travel time effect in the ETVs and
variations in the systemic radial velocity, which would reveal the presence of the
third component. Oppositely, in the second situation the revolution of the eEB
around the common centre of mass would happen in the plane of the sky, and
therefore, these effects would not occur. Furthermore, it can also be shown that
the variation of the observable inclination which is a direct consequence of the
precession of the orbital planes in non-coplanar triples has a maximum speed
about n1 ≈ ±90◦ (i.e. in the first case), and takes its minimum about n1 ≈ 0o
and ≈ 180o (see, e.g., Borkovits et al. 2015). This again emphasises that in such a
configuration a third perturber might go unnoticed with a significantly increased
probability.
It is possible to give a crude estimation of the periods P2 of those unnoticed

third companions that could lead to false apsidal advance rates. For simplicity
we omit the relativistic contribution. From the condition that only a small part
of one complete apsidal revolution was covered one can suppose that, let’s say,
Utide ≥ 103 yr. Furthermore, we expect the ratio (µ = U3b/Utide) to be of the
order of unity. Then, substituting 1/3 into the mass ratio, and neglecting the
eccentricity dependences of (2.13) one can estimate that

P2 � 500×√µ
√
P1. (2.14)

Consequently, for a P1 � 5 day-period eEB (where Utide is expected to exceed
1000 years), the effect of a third companion revolving on a P2 � 1000-day orbit
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Fig. 1. Typical third-body dynamical interactions dominated ETV curves of two eEBs

in the primordial Kepler field. Red circles and blue boxes denote primary and secondary

eclipses, respectively. The best-fitted analytic solutions of Borkovits et al. (2015) are

drawn with grey lines.

may exceed the tidal contribution. For larger inner periods this limit (for the same
triple) grows with

P equ2 ∝ P 8/31 , (2.15)

i.e., the third-body effect becomes quickly predominant even for more distant third
components.

3 Eccentric EBs with dominant third-body perturbations in the
prime Kepler field

As was shown above, if an eEB had a close stellar companion with a period
less than 1–2 years, then the strength of the third-body forces would strongly
exceed both those of the tidal and relativistic interactions. No such kinds of
triples were known before the Kepler -mission. Recently, however, our ETV analy-
sis of 26 eEBs with third stellar companion candidates in the prime Kepler -field
(Borkovits et al. 2015) found that in all of these systems the third-body contribu-
tions are much larger than the tidal and relativistic components. Furthermore, in
these triples the short-term (relative to the AME period) behaviour of the ETVs is
dominated by the P2-timescale perturbations instead of the ‘apse-node’-timescale
ones. These effects produce very complex ETV-s, the symbolic form of which is

∆dyn =
1

2π

mC

mABC

P 21
P2

(
1− e22

)−3/2
f(e1, ω1, im)S(v2, ω2, g1, g2), (3.1)

where v2 in the argument of the trigonometric terms (S) refers to the true anomaly
of the third star (for the full equations see Borkovits et al. 2015). The combination
of the AME (2.1), dynamical (3.1) and the classical light-travel time (Irwin 1952)
ETV contributions allowed us not only to give qualitative interpretations of the
never-before-seen-shaped ETV curves (Fig. 1), but also made it possible to deter-
mine the complete spatial configurations of these triples. Furthermore we were
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also able to determine the dynamical masses of the stellar components, though
with greater uncertainties. For five eEBs with medium relative inclinations we
inferred retrograde apsidal motion. These eEBs should also be subject to large
amplitude eccentricity variations, and may be promising targets for future tidal –
third-body interaction studies.

4 Conclusion

We have discussed the observational consequences of dynamical apsidal motion
(induced by the gravitational perturbations of a third companion star) in an eEB.
We have shown that an unnoticed third star with an orbital period of a few years
may result in badly interpreted apsidal motion observations with systematic bi-
ases towards calculating much longer apsidal motion periods than what should be
theoretically expected.
For shorter outer period sytems with predominant third-body perturbations,

the ETVs of such eEBs carry significant extra information that can be used to
determine the full 3D orbital configurations, as well as the masses of these sys-
tems. This latter approach was susseccfully applied to some dozens of eEBs in the
primoridal field of the Kepler spacecraft.

T.B. and E.F.-D. thanks for the organizers their kindest invitation and hospitality. This
work has been partially supported by the Hungarian NKFIH-OTKA Grant K-113117.
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